AAAtraq adds AbleDocs functionality to
improve document accessibility
InsurTech company, AAAtraq, has teamed
up with AbleDocs, enabling subscribers to
more easily publish accessible documents
on their websites.
NEW YORK , UNITED STATES, April 8,
2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- InsurTech
company, AAAtraq, has teamed up with
AbleDocs, enabling subscribers to
more easily publish accessible
documents on their websites.

AAAtraq adds AbleDocs functionality to improve
document accessibility

AbleDocs is the worldwide leader in
document accessibility products and
services, making document accessibility fast, easy, secure, and cost-effective. By integrating
AbleDocs’ class-leading technologies, subscribers will be able to manage all types of documents,
including PDFs, directly from within the AAAtraq platform.

ADA compliance isn’t about
uploading a plugin and then
thinking you are compliant.
It’s something that needs to
be adopted throughout all
levels of the organization
......”
Lawrence Shaw, CEO of
AAAtraq

“AAAtraq is creating an accessibility ecosystem by linking
complementary technologies via intelligent automation to
improve understanding and reduce the time and cost of
compliance for organizations,” said Lawrence Shaw, CEO of
AAAtraq. “AbleDocs is a highly respected document
accessibility service provider, and we are delighted that
their technology will be integrated into our platform.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has thrown content compliance
firmly into the spotlight as the importance of accessing
goods, services and information online has grown.

“AbleDocs’ leadership has been helping organizations improve their accessibility for over a
combined 150 years. This partnership will expand our current reach and mean that thousands of
people with disabilities from around the world will be able to take advantage of an accessible
digital environment that has become so important to all our lives,” said Adam Spencer, President

(GLOBAL) of AbleDocs Inc.
In only a few months of operation AAAtraq has already started to bring about change.
Accessibility and the impact of content failure is now moving from an issue dealt with by a digital
or IT team, to those managing risk.
“ADA compliance isn’t about uploading a plugin and then thinking you are compliant. It’s
something that needs to be adopted throughout all levels of the organization and treated in the
same way as any other regulatory requirement. AAAtraq is about making the compliance easier
to achieve, and services like AbleDocs are central to that objective,” concluded Shaw.
“AbleDocs is excited to help existing and future AAAtraq customers achieve their accessibility,
usability and compliance goals, by ensuring all content is accessible for all users, and supporting
that in nearly 50 languages,” added Spencer.
To celebrate the partnership, AAAtraq are offering a 15% lifetime subscription discount for those
signing up at AAAtraq.com/AbleDocs before the end of April 2021.
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For more information visit www.AAAtraq.com
Or contact:
James Simpson, Managing Director, TMCC
j.simpson@tmccmarketing.co.uk +44 (0)77 7192 0893

About AAAtraq
AAAtraq (www.aaatraq.com) is an InsurTech solution to shield organizations from unnecessary
legal aggression and then remove unnecessary cost, reducing the time it takes to understand,
achieve and maintain ADA website compliance.
Our intelligence-driven automation provides a strategic, principle-driven pathway with clear
timescales and milestones to compliance along with $10,000 (rising to $50,000 as clients
progress) of litigation cost coverage within just one month, all for a $99/month subscription.
Ongoing staff support, digital supply chain oversight and monthly reporting replace complexity
with confidence. AAAtraq, for those managing risk, not digital.
About AbleDocs

AbleDocs was founded in 2019 as a conglomerate of PDF accessibility remediation service
providers and has grown to have operations in Canada, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland and the
United States. Its founders have been making documents accessible for over 150 years
combined experience and has since expanded its offerings to include a completely new
approach to document accessibility strategies to include products for high volume document
accessibility, document accessibility testing.
AbleDocs is the only company in the world to guarantee the compliance of every file they
produce and back it with a $10,000,000 liability guarantee. Current offerings include ADService,
ADGateway, ADScan, ADStream, ADLegacy, ADForms, axesWord and axesPDF.
For more information, visit https://www.abledocs.com
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